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Plasma-based amplification by strongly coupled Brillouin scattering has recently been suggested for

the compression of a short seed laser to ultrahigh intensities in sub-quarter-critical-density plasmas.

However, by employing detailed spectral analysis of particle-in-cell simulations in the same

parameter regime, we demonstrate that, in fact, Raman backscattering amplification is responsible for

the growth and compression of the high-intensity, leading spike, where most of the energy compres-

sion occurs, while the ion mode only affects the low-intensity tail of the amplified pulse. The critical

role of the initial seed shape is identified. A number of subtleties in the numerical simulations are

also pointed out. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4951027]

I. INTRODUCTION

The development of the next generation of ultra-high

power (exawatt and greater) lasers is limited by the

compression-grating intensity threshold of current chirped

pulse amplification systems.1–3 One proposed method for

avoiding this intensity constraint is to use plasma as the

amplification medium for late-stage amplifiers. The leading

mechanism for plasma-based amplification is resonant stimu-

lated Raman backscattering (SRS),4–8 where a long pump

pulse delivers energy to a counterpropagating short seed

pulse through the electron plasma wave. The amplified pulse

may be compressed to a duration of order x�1
pe , where

xpe ¼ ð4pnee2=meÞ1=2
is the electron plasma frequency; ne,

me, and e are the electron density, mass, and electric charge,

respectively. Optimal parameter regimes for robust and effi-

cient SRS amplification have been explored in depth,9,10 and

verified numerically and experimentally.11–21

Amplification via stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS),

where the ion-acoustic wave mediates energy transfer, has

been proposed as an alternative to SRS,22 with particular

attention given to the strongly coupled SBS (SC-SBS) re-

gime.23,24 In the SC-SBS regime, the ion-wave is a driven

quasi-mode whose frequency depends on the laser strength,

and the minimum compressed pulse duration is claimed to

be only of the order of the inverse ion plasma frequency,

x�1
pi ¼ ð4pniZ

2e2=miÞ�1=2
(here, ni, mi, and Ze are the ion

density, mass, and electric charge, respectively), rather than

the ion acoustic period as in the weak-coupling SBS re-

gime.22 Possibly, the limitation is given by the characteristic

frequency of the SC-SBS mode,25 but in either case, these

are long durations compared to the minimum duration

expected in SRS. On the other hand, unlike SRS, which is

limited to densities below one-quarter of the critical density,

ncr ¼ mex2
0=4pe2 (x0 is the laser frequency), SBS is possible

in all sub-critical-density plasmas.

It has been reported that SC-SBS amplification and com-

pression in 0:3 ncr density plasmas have been demonstrated

via one dimensional (1D) particle-in-cell (PIC) simula-

tions.22 In addition, SC-SBS amplifiers were also studied

analytically and numerically using fluid model and Vlasov

simulations.26–30 Due to laser filamentation at higher den-

sities, it has been suggested that SC-SBS should be

employed for amplification at smaller, sub-quarter-critical

plasma densities, N ¼ ne=ncr � 0:25, where SRS may also

occur.25,31–34

It is thought that the main advantage of SC-SBS over

SRS amplifiers is that the pump and seed may have the same

frequency.25,32 This is because the frequency shift (xplasma)

associated with the three-wave resonance condition, xpump

¼ xseed þ xplasma, is negligible compared to the laser fre-

quency for SC-SBS but not for SRS. Relying on the premise

that the type of amplification is dictated by the initial fre-

quency of the seed, amplification for equal pump and initial

seed frequencies in sub-quarter-critical-density plasma was

previously attributed primarily to SC-SBS, with only cursory

mention that due to the frequency spread of ultra-short

pulses, both SRS and SC-SBS might contribute simultane-

ously to the amplification.25,32

Here, we aim to distinguish the separate contributions of

SRS and SC-SBS for amplification of short pulses in the re-

gime 0:01 � N � 0:05, using 1D PIC simulations to study

the amplification dynamics when seed and pump have the

same frequency. Here, by SRS, we mean electron-based scat-

tering only, which encompasses the resonant Raman scatter-

ing effect, whether in the wavebreaking regime or not, and

the resonant Compton-like superradiant amplification effect,

where the electron motion is determined by the ponderomo-

tive force rather than by the collective plasma wave electric

field.4,35,36 The main point is that SRS is mediated by elec-

trons only, with ion motion immaterial. For clear compari-

son, we first revisit the simulations of Ref. 25 for both
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mobile and immobile ions. By detailed spectral analysis, we

demonstrate that the amplification of the 13 fs seed is

entirely due to SRS with little contribution of SC-SBS. For

the longer (80 fs) seed, we find that SRS is responsible for

the first leading spike amplification, while SC-SBS deter-

mines the trailing part of the amplified pulse. From this anal-

ysis and previous SRS studies,37–40 we show that the

maximum amplified amplitude is determined by the seed

front rather than by its duration (as claimed in Ref. 25). In

contrast, the seed duration determines the amplitude of the

trailing pulse, which is dominated by SC-SBS.

The paper is organized as follows. Sec. II revisits and

reanalyzes the results of Refs. 25 and 32. Sec. III studies the

influence of the seed front and duration on the final amplified

pulse. Sec. IV discusses noise and resolution effects in

the moving-window PIC simulations. Sec. V summarizes the

conclusions and provides suggestions for future study in

the field.

II. DOMINANT ROLE OF SRS

As has previously been pointed out,25 the straightfor-

ward method to distinguish between SRS and SC-SBS

amplification is to compare simulations with mobile and

immobile ions, since only the electron mode (SRS) can con-

tribute in the immobile ion simulations, but both the electron

and ion modes may contribute in the mobile ion simulations.

Previous simulations25 suggested that for an initial 80 fs

pulse, amplification of the leading spike was almost identical

in the mobile and immobile ion cases, but a long, low-

amplitude trailing pulse grew only in the mobile ion case.

The corresponding Fourier spectrum implied that both sig-

nals, at x0 (which corresponds to SC-SBS) and at �0:7x0

(which corresponds to SRS for N¼ 0.05 density plasma),

contributed to the head of the pulse, but only SC-SBS was

responsible for the tail. For the amplification of an initially

13 fs seed, the temporal field distribution was almost the

same for the mobile and immobile ion cases, and it was con-

jectured25 that the excitation of mixed SBS-SRS-modes pro-

duced the broad spectrum of the amplified seed.

However, it should be noted that all of the temporal and

spatial spectral analyses presented in Ref. 25 were based on

the Fourier transform of the total magnetic field (Bz), which

contains both pump and seed components. Since the initial

pump and seed are at frequencies indistinguishable from that

produced by SC-SBS, it is easy to overestimate the contribu-

tion of SC-SBS amplification to the final signal.

Here, we run simulations replicating the parameters of

Refs. 25 and 32 in one-dimension using the explicit full rela-

tivistic PIC code EXEMPLAR41 and EPOCH.42 We consider

a trapezoidal plasma density profile with a plateau density of

N¼ 0.01. This is lower than the N¼ 0.05 plateau density of

Refs. 25 and 32, since we found that for the typical full-

window simulations, which include the modeling of initial

pump propagating process as in realistic experiments, the nu-

merical noise induced SRS in the N¼ 0.05 plasma signifi-

cantly depletes the pump before arrival of the seed.

Thousands of particles per cell need to be applied to dimin-

ish this unphysical numerical influence, the computing

requirement of which is costly. We choose to use the less

dense plasma where the premature pump depletion is not so

prominent, and the principle amplification mechanism

remains the same with the higher density plasma case. The

latter is demonstrated by the comparison between the wave-

vector spectra in simulations using a moving window and 13

fs seed for these two densities, as shown in Fig. 7 in Sec. IV.

To provide a more detailed analysis of the amplified

seed spectrum, we decompose the total electromagnetic field

into right-propagating (pump) and left-propagating

(seed) waves by approximating Eright
left ¼ Ey6vpBz, where vp

¼ x0=k0 ¼ c=ð1� NÞ1=2
is the phase velocity of the pulses

in plasma.22 Additionally, rather than taking the temporal/

spatial Fourier transform over the whole pulse duration/space

interval (as in Figs. 6(b) and 8 of Ref. 25), we split the pulse

into two time/space intervals, the leading spike and the trail-

ing part (see the region I and region II in Figs. 1(a) and 2(a)).

Figure 1(a) compares the temporal field distributions of

the amplified seed pulse obtained in mobile ions (red) and

immobile ions (blue) simulations. The spectra of the two time

regions for both mobile and immobile simulations are pre-

sented in Fig. 1(b). We note that there is almost no difference

between the mobile and immobile spectra for the leading spike

(region I), which is primarily composed of two components

FIG. 1. (a) Temporal electric field structure of the amplified seed pulse for the case with mobile ions (red curve) and immobile ions (blue curve). The electric

field amplitude in this paper is normalized to E0 � mecx0=e. (b) The corresponding frequency spectra of the waves in different regions shown in (a). The

plasma has a trapezoidal density profile with a 240 lm plateau at density N¼ 0.01 and a 240 lm ramp on each side. The plasma is composed of electrons and

ions with charge Z¼ 1, mass mi¼ 3600 me for mobile ion case. Electron and ion temperatures are 500 eV and 50 eV, respectively. The temporally flat pump in-

tensity is 1016 W/cm2 with a duration of 4.75 ps. The initial maximum intensity of the temporal Gaussian-shape seed is 1017 W/cm2 with a full-width half-max-

imum (FWHM) duration of 80 fs. The wavelength of both the pump and seed is k ¼ 1 lm. Pump and seed first meet at the right plasma boundary. Simulations

have a resolution of 100 particles per cell and 50 cells per wavelength. The boundary conditions are open for the lasers and thermal for the particles.
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with the central frequencies �x0 and �0:82x0. In contrast, in

the trailing part (region II), only the mobile ion case contains a

nonzero signal at �x0 (magenta dotted line), while there is no

significant signal for the immobile ion case (green solid line).

The fact that the leading spike spectra in the mobile and

immobile cases are almost the same, which demonstrates that

the pulse amplification is purely due to the electron motion

(SRS) while the ion quasi-mode (SC-SBS) alone contributes

to the small amplitude tail. The contribution to the spectra

near x0 in the leading spike is due to the initial seed and must

not be misinterpreted as an amplified SC-SBS signal. Only

the small contribution, around 0:82x0, clearly results from

plasma SRS amplification. The frequency of this component,

if due to resonant Raman scattering, would be ðx0 � xekÞ on

account of the thermal effect on the plasma wave (here,

xek ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2

pe þ 3k2v2
te

q
, and vte is the electron thermal veloc-

ity). This implies an effective electron temperature of about

1.1 keV, which is in reasonable agreement with the electron

temperature (about 890 eV) deduced from the simulation

result. In addition, note that the laser and plasma parameters in

this case also fulfil the superradiant amplification condition,

xB > xpe, where xB ¼ 2x0
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a0a1
p

is the electron bouncing

frequency in the ponderomotive potential generated by the

two counterpropagating pulses.4,35,36 Here, a0;1 ¼ eA0;1=mec2

are the normalized vector potentials of the pump and seed

pulses, respectively. In this regime, the amplified component

frequency is ðx0 � xBÞ. The maximum seed amplitude

a1 ¼ 0:27 gives the amplified frequency of 0:7x0, while the

amplitude of resonant frequency component a1;x¼x0
¼ 0:12

(see Fig. 3(a)) gives the amplified frequency of 0:8x0, which

is closer to the amplified frequency found in the simulation. In

order to distinguish between these two electron-based mecha-

nisms, we artificially turn off the effect of the longitudinal

electrostatic field (Ex) on the particle motions in the PIC code.

In this case, no Langmuir wave is generated, and the superra-

diant amplification should be the only contributor to the ampli-

fication. However, unlike other typical Raman or superradiant

regimes (not shown), for the particular parameters in this case,

turning off the Ex effect did not result in a conclusive answer.

This might imply contributions of both resonant Raman and

Compton-like superradiant amplifications. In either event,

what is clear is that the observed amplification of the leading

spike is an electron effect only, and not affected by ion

dynamics.

Figure 2(a) shows a snapshot of the spatial distributions

of the pump, seed, and the electrostatic (Ex) fields for the mo-

bile ion simulation. The small depletion of the pump (blue)

behind the amplified seed pulse (green) results from low

amplification efficiency in the regime where pump intensity is

far beyond the wavebreaking threshold.5,43,44 Again, we sepa-

rate the space into the leading spike (region I) and the trailing

pulse (region II) according to the amplified seed structure.

The results of the spatial Fourier spectrum in the two regions

are shown in Figs. 2(b) and 2(d), respectively. The Ex field

spectra in the leading spike region clearly show that in addi-

tion to the k ¼ 2k0 mode resulting from the beating of the

pump (k¼ k0) and seed (k¼ k0), another backward SRS mode

(k ¼ 1:82k0) is excited which satisfies the resonant condition

kseed ð0:82k0Þ þ kpump ðk0Þ ¼ kplasma ð1:82k0Þ. In contrast, no

SRS mode appears in the tail region as shown in Fig. 2(d).

Notably, the trailing part includes also a very large Fourier

component at �0.1 k0, which is shown in Fig. 2(c). The asso-

ciated wavelength, �2pc=xpe, indicates that this mode is

driven by the breaking of the Langmuir wave as expected in

the wave-breaking regime.45

To further clarify the SRS amplification process for the

leading spike, we record the left-propagating field at several

positions in the amplifier and calculate the Fourier transform

of the leading spike. Figure 3(a) displays the evolution of the

frequency spectra of the leading spike for the amplification

of the initial 80 fs seed in the mobile ion simulation.

Remarkably, the initially tiny �0:82x0 component is dra-

matically amplified, while the initially large �x0 component

remains unchanged. Based on the above analysis, we claim

that while it is true that the tail is dominated by SC-SBS,

only SRS contributes to the leading spike of the amplified

pulse.

Finally, let us revisit the ultrashort 13 fs seed amplifica-

tion case. In agreement with the results of Ref. 25, our simu-

lation exhibits almost the same amplified seed profile for the

mobile and immobile ion cases (not shown). Figure 3(b)

shows the corresponding frequency spectrum evolution for

the mobile ion simulation. Although it is difficult to resolve

the detailed Fourier components because of its ultrashort du-

ration, it is notable that the amplification occurs only for the

frequency components x < x0. This agrees with the above

spectral analysis of the initial 80 fs seed case in which only

the sub-x0 Fourier components are amplified.

FIG. 2. (a) Spatial distributions of the electric fields of the right-propagating

pump (Epump, blue, left axis), left-propagating seed (Eseed, green, left axis)

and the electrostatic field (Ex, red, right axis) in the plasma (red) at time

t¼ 4.4 ps in the mobile ion simulation. (b)–(d) The wave vector spectra of

the pump (dashed blue line, left axis), the seed (solid green line, left axis),

and the electrostatic wave (dash-dotted line, right axis) of the leading spike

region I (b) and of the trailing region II (d). (c) The large-wavelength part of

the k spectra of the Ex field in the trailing region II with different scale.
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This completes our demonstration that for the parameter

regime addressed in Refs. 25 and 32, SRS alone is the domi-

nant mechanism of the leading spike amplification while SC-

SBS is responsible only for the generation of the trailing part

of the pulse. Next, we refine the analysis and separate the

effects of the seed front shape and seed duration on the

amplification process.

III. EFFECTS OF SEED SHAPE

It was found in Refs. 25 and 32 that the highest maxi-

mum output intensity is obtained for the shortest seed.

Guided by our identification of the intensity maximum being

due entirely to SRS, we expect that the rise time of the seed

will be the most important parameter in reaching high-

intensity regimes.37–40 Thus, we carry out several 1D PIC

simulations with seeds of different rise time and durations to

study the effect of changing seed temporal parameters on the

amplification process.

Consider initially trapezoidal seeds with rise-time sr and

flat-top duration sf. Figure 4 shows six different input seed

structures (left column), the corresponding leading spike

(middle column), and the trailing pulse (right column) struc-

tures of the output seed. It is shown that the leading spike

and the maximum amplitude of the output seed are the same

for the seeds with the same rise time [see (a)–(c) or (d)–(f)],

while the increasing of seed duration results in growing of

the trailing pulse amplitude. To illustrate these conclusions,

we summarize the simulation results in Fig. 5. It is shown

that the leading spike maximum (blue stars and left axis) is

determined by the seed rise time, in agreement with SRS

theory, i.e., sharper seed fronts result in higher maximum

amplitudes, which also justify the observed highest ampli-

tude for the shortest seed pulse considering the same

Gaussian shape seed.25,32 It is worth noting that seeds with

different durations (sf), but the same rise time (sr), produce

the same leading spike amplification. On the other hand, for

the amplification of the trailing part (right axis), the

FIG. 3. Frequency spectra evolution of the leading spike of the amplified

pulse for the 80 fs seed (a) and the 13 fs seed (b) as collected at different

locations in the plasma. The black solid curve is for the input seed, and the

magenta curve with plus sign markers is for the output seed.

FIG. 4. Simulation results of the output

electric field structures of the leading

spike (second column) and the trailing

pulse (third column) for different ini-

tial seed structures (first column). The

input seeds in (a)–(c) are of the same

sharp rise time sr¼ 4 fs, while (d)–(f)

own the same relative mild front

sr¼ 27 fs. The plateau durations for (a)

and (d), (b) and (e), and (c) and (f) are

sf ¼ 40, 80, 160 fs, respectively. In all

these simulations, the seed and pump

are of the same frequency and intensity

1016 W/cm2, and the plasma has a flat

density profile of N¼ 0.01 with a

length of 720 lm. All the other simula-

tion parameters are the same as those

in the former cases.

FIG. 5. Maximum amplitudes (left axis) of the final seed leading spike (blue

stars) with different rise duration sr, and the corresponding maximum ampli-

tudes (right axis) of the trailing part for sf ¼ 40 fs (green circles), 80 fs (red

triangles), and 160 fs (black squares). Pump and plasma parameters are the

same as in Fig. 4.
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comparison of the green circles (sf¼ 40 fs), red triangles

(sf¼ 80 fs), and black squares (sf¼ 160 fs) shows increasing

amplification with increasing seed duration (the three curves

themselves illustrate the same increasing trend for the

increasing total duration time), which results in larger total

energy transfer efficiency due to enhanced SC-SBS amplifi-

cation. It is also important to note that for the discussed pa-

rameter regime, the total energy deposited in the trailing

pulse is much smaller than the energy deposited in the lead-

ing spike for all the presented simulations.

IV. EFFECTS OF PARTICLE NOISE AND MOVING
WINDOWS

In the regime under consideration (0:01 � N � 0:05,

with pump intensity Ipump � 1016 W/cm2), the instability

growth rates are large and kinetic effects are important; the

outcome of amplification is thus remarkably sensitive to

choices of physical and non-physical parameters at resolu-

tions far beyond what might ordinarily be considered suffi-

cient. This sensitivity can account both for differences in

observed amplification at nominally similar parameters and

spurious signals which might be mistaken for Brillouin scat-

tering. It claims that observed differences that are physically

significant must therefore be treated with extreme care. In

this section, we consider how the choice of ion-

immobilization method, whether to use a moving window

frame, and the number of particles in a cell affect the out-

come of efforts to capture short-pulse amplification with PIC

simulations in the regime originally considered in Refs. 25

and 32.

The first choice when using a PIC code to study amplifi-

cation via stimulated Raman or Brillouin scattering is

whether to conduct the simulation in a moving reference

frame, i.e., a computational window which encompasses the

seed pulse and travels at its speed. A moving window offers

the dual benefits of reducing the computational requirements

and suppressing the plasma–pump interaction until shortly

before the arrival of the seed. The first property is generally

useful, but the second can be crucial in regimes where pre-

mature pump depletion from PIC noise can render full-

domain simulation useless. Since backscattering is induced

by particle noise (proportional to
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Nppc

p
, where Nppc is the

number of particles per cell), full-window simulations will

tend to overestimate pump pre-depletion. On the other hand,

real plasmas contain density fluctuations, so the artificial

suppression imposed by a moving window simulation will

tend to underestimate premature pump depletion. Physical

experiments lie somewhere between these two results. The

regime under consideration exhibits sufficiently high growth

rates that the choice of whether to use a moving window

changes the observed amplification.

Consider, as an example, Fig. 6 shows the maximum in-

tensity of the seed pulse as a function of position in a trape-

zoidal plasma profile in PIC simulations with and without

moving window for mobile and immobile ions. The striking

difference in achievable intensity between the moving win-

dow and stationary reference frame simulations results pri-

marily from premature backscattering of the pump laser

before the arrival of the seed, though plasma disruption also

plays a role. In the moving window, the mobile and immo-

bile ion simulations produce identical maximum intensity

results, in agreement with the conclusion that the ion dynam-

ics have no effect in the 13 fs timescale of the leading spike.

In the longer, trailing component of the pulse, some ion-

based amplification can be observed (see the green curves in

Fig. 2(a)). The difference between the mobile and immobile

ion simulations in the non-moving window can be attributed

to premature stimulated Brillouin scattering of the pump,

which is substantial because the spontaneous pump–plasma

interaction occurs over long spatial and temporal scales.

Figure 7 compares the wavevector spectra of seeds

amplified in trapezoidal density profile plasmas with plateau

density N¼ 0.01 and N¼ 0.05 plasmas in moving window

FIG. 6. Maximum intensity of seed pulse with propagation distance for

moving window and full-window simulations and mobile (ion mass

mi ¼ 3600me) and immobile ions (ions mass to infinity). The electron and

ion temperatures are 500 eV and 50 eV, respectively. The Gaussian-shape

pump has a maximum intensity of 1016 W/cm2, a wavelength of 1 lm, and

an FWHM duration of 3.2 ps. The initial Gaussian-shape seed maximum in-

tensity is 1017 W/cm2, wavelength 1 lm, and FWHM duration of 13 fs.

Pump and seed first meet at the center of the plasma. The plateau plasma

density is N¼ 0.05. The simulations (EPOCH) have a resolution of 100

cells/k and 100 particles per cell.

FIG. 7. Comparison of seed wavevector spectra for the leading spike (region

I) of the amplified seed in the trapezoidal-density-profile plasma with maxi-

mum density N¼ 0.01 and N¼ 0.05. The dotted curve shows the original

seed wavevector spectra for reference. The overlap of the mobile and immo-

bile ion simulations demonstrates that for both sets of parameters, the ions

play no role in the amplification of the peak. Simulation resolution is 100

cells/k and 800 particles per cell. Other simulation parameters are the same

as those in Fig. 6.
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simulations. The overlap of both the mobile and immobile

ion simulation results demonstrate that ions play no role in

the amplification in both density cases. Moreover, the ampli-

fication of the sub-x0 components is more prominent in the

N¼ 0.05 plasma case, which results from the higher SRS

growth rate in the higher plasma density. These qualitatively

similar spectra and the pure SRS amplification effects sug-

gest that the detailed analysis performed for N¼ 0.01 in Sec.

II is also applicable to N¼ 0.05.

The standard method for checking whether observed

backscattering is electron or ion driven is to immobilize the

ions and run the simulation again under the same parameters;

the immediate conclusion is that any difference between the

two outcomes will necessarily be the result of the ion mode

(see, for example, Fig. 3(b) in Ref. 25). However, care must

be taken, because there are multiple methods available for

removing ions from the simulations. The obvious method is

to set the ion mass to a large number, so that ions are immo-

bile on the timescale of the entire simulation. An appealing

alternative is to remove all the ions and replace them with a

neutralizing background field, which halves the number of

particles, reducing computational costs. However, as Fig.

8(a) shows, a neutralizing background field is not equivalent

to immobile ions, and in the studied regime, noticeably

different amplification is observed. Compared to the

neutralizing background field case, the immobile ion simula-

tion contains random field fluctuations, which can contribute

to the apparent amplification. The misleading comparison of

the mobile ion and neutralizing background field cases might

lead to the conclusion that additional amplification in the

mobile ion case is due to the SC-SBS amplification, while in

reality, the comparison of the mobile and immobile ion cases

gives the same amplification behaviors for the leading spike.

As indicated in Figs. 8(b) and 8(c), this effect persists even

to relatively high simulation resolutions and cannot generally

be assumed negligible.

The above effects should disappear for sufficiently high

resolution simulations with large numbers of particles in

each cell, because in the fluid (continuum) limit, no distinc-

tion can be made between the two immobile ion cases.

However, the sensitivity to noise of the instabilities of

interest in this regime is such that even at remarkably high

numbers of particles per cell (Nppc> 800), we still see

resolution-dependent behavior (Fig. 9). This is larger than

the velocity-space resolution regularly used in this field of

research, and it is likely that the resolutions required to truly

examine the fluid limit are not practically attainable.

V. SUMMARY

In conclusion, by detailed spatial and temporal spectra

analysis of 1D PIC simulations, we demonstrate that contrary

to the claims in Refs. 25 and 32, in the regime where 0:01 � N

� 0:05 and Ipump ¼ 1016 W=cm2, the amplification of the lead-

ing spike is driven by electron-based resonant SRS (i.e.,

Raman or Compton-like superradiant amplification), rather

than by ion-based SC-SBS. In this regime, SC-SBS is responsi-

ble only for the energy transfer to the low-intensity trailing

part. We also find that the seed front sharpness determines the

maximal amplification of the leading spike in complete accord

with SRS compression theory, while the seed duration contrib-

utes only to the trailing part amplification.

Notably, the pump and seed intensities in this regime

are so high that both kinetic wavebreaking and relativistic

nonlinearity are important.5,7,46–49 Therefore, complete

FIG. 8. Comparison of moving-window simulations using two different meth-

ods of ion immobilization. (a) The maximum seed intensity produced via

amplification with mobile ions (mi ¼ 3600me, Ti¼ 50 eV) is compared to a

simulation with ions immobilized by setting their mass to infinity and one

with ions removed and replaced with a neutral background field. The close

agreement between the mobile and immobile cases indicates that the ion dy-

namics play no role in the amplification. The noticeable difference between

the two immobile ion cases demonstrates that static ion effects can be impor-

tant in this regime, and that the method of ion immobilization matters when

trying to identify stimulated Brillouin scattering. (b) and (c) show the maxi-

mum seed intensity results of simulations with different numbers of particles

per cell. The plateau plasma density is N¼ 0.05. Simulation resolution is 100

cells/k. Other simulation parameters are the same as those in Fig. 6.

FIG. 9. Comparison of moving-window simulations using different numbers

of particles per cell and the neutralizing background field option for immo-

bile ion modeling. This figure demonstrates that in this regime, the simula-

tions are significantly resolution dependent even for very large numbers of

particles per cell. The plateau plasma density is N¼ 0.05. Simulation resolu-

tion is 100 cells/k and 100 particles per cell. Other simulation parameters

are the same as those in Fig. 6.
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understanding of the resonant amplification for plasma den-

sities between 0:01ncr and 0:25ncr and pump intensities

above the wavebreaking threshold requires further kinetic

study. Additional open problems in this regime include the

effects of pulse and seed initial intensities, ion and electron

temperatures, plasma length, and density profile and fluctua-

tions. Further parameter optimization is required for finding

the best possible efficiency and the maximum accessible in-

tensity in this regime.
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